Private Higher Educational Institution
«Ukrainian Institute of Arts and Sciences»
Founded in 1998

Founders:

Adventist Development and Relief Agency in Ukraine

Ukrainian Charitable Foundation "Better Life"
State accreditation:

- the IIIrd level of accreditation of Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, International accreditation in system of **Adventist Accreditation Association**

Since 2012 - License for foreign citizens studying
The Institute collaborates with:

- Universidad de Montemorelos (Mexico)
- Andrews University (USA)
- РАНХиГС (Russia)
- Friedensau Adventist University (Germany)
- Санкт-Петербургский государственный университет (Russia)
- Воронежский государственный университет (Russia)
- Уральский государственный экономический университет (Russia)
- Заокский (Russia)
- Wyższa Szkoła Teologiczno-Humanistyczna (Poland)
Educational and scientific staff of PHEI "Ukrainian Institute of Arts and Sciences" are:
5 professors and 20 associate professors, 20 lecturers
Faculty of Economics:

- Finance and Credit
- Management of FEA
- Economic Cybernetics*

* This area of study is not licensed for study foreigners in 2015-2016 academic year. Entrance of foreign citizens will be possible from 2017
Faculty of Humanities:

Philology (English, German)  

Journalism**

Philosophy (religion studies)  

Physical education***

**this area of study is not licensed for study foreigners in 2015 academic year. Entrance of foreign citizens will be possible from 2016.

***this area of study is not licensed for study foreigners in 2015 academic year. Entrance of foreign citizens will be possible from 2017.
Economic Cybernetics

• A specialist of economic Cybernetics – is an economist-analyst who is highly qualified in the analysis and management of various sectors including: manufacturing, finance, banking, public administration and others. It has modern methods of gathering information, forming databases; analysis and predicting of economic situations using modern mathematical models and new information technologies; management of economic objects under uncertainty.
Journalism

• Graduates of "Journalism" branch work as authors and hosts, observers, international journalists, correspondents, journalists of radio, television, print media and electronic editions.
Physical education

Students gain the necessary knowledge in the field of physical education, sports and other related branches of science.
Finance and Credit

Money should be managed, do not serve them

(Lucius Annaeus Seneca)

- "Finance and Credit" is one of the main specialties of economic direction. Specialty program is aimed at training qualified professionals for the financial system, which should objectively assess the economic processes taking place in society, to understand the nature and trends of financial relations and their characteristics in public finance, international finance and finance business units, develop and address issues of the financial system.

- Price for 4 years of studying is $2,950
Management of Foreign Economic Activity

• Experts of the International Management are designed to work in foreign departments of banks, insurance companies, investment funds, public authorities; enterprises, institutions; in international organizations; system of training and skills development and so on. They are able to do the administrative, analytical work on the managerial and informational go up and development of foreign economic relations in the fields of business, banking, education, science, public administration and so on.

• Price for 4 years of studying is $2,950
Philology (English and German)

- "Philology" is a branch of linguistic that combines in-depth study of foreign languages (English as a first foreign language and German) with the study of linguistic disciplines (both fundamental theoretical and new areas of linguistic research, which began to develop rapidly in the late twentieth century at the beginning of the twenty first century), the study of series acomputer sciences. This makes it possible to train specialists to address a number of pressing problems in areas that include description and modeling of phonetic, grammatical, semantic and statistical structures of different types of texts, dictionary making, development of new methods of teaching foreign languages and informatics.

- Price for 4 years of studying is $3,200
Philosophy

- This specialty allows to work in the following areas:
- assistant, advisor in the structure of state power on interaction with religious associations and civil organisations;
- an informational and religious analyst (journalist) that opens the interaction between religion and society,
- an expert in the state religious evaluation.

Price for 4 years of studying is $2000
Russian\Ukrainian course for foreigners

• Before the studying at any of above-mentioned faculties, it is offered to have an intensive Russian\Ukrainian course in duration from 6 to 12 months. 3 classes* of teaching Russian\Ukrainian language by native speakers.
• Price for 6 months- $800
• Price for 12 months-$ 1500

Accomodation- $360 per year (nine months) or $42 per month***

• *1 class – 80 minutes
• **On conditions of complying with the rules of living in the dormitory.
Theological Department

• Theological department belongs to the Theological Seminary and is separated from UIAS. Specialist in area of Theology gets knowledge in world religious doctrines. The student of Theological Faculty has to be a member of Seventh Day Adventist Church and in future has an opportunity to be a pastor of SDA and a biblical worker. All the teachers of theological department are pastors of SDA in practice work.

• Price for 1 year of studying is 1.617$ including accommodation and meal.
Campus